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www.macefrancis.com

Swirly saxophones, bold brass and a driving rhythm section.
This 13-piece jazz orchestra, from Perth, has gained a
national reputation for presenting exciting and creative new
music in fun and accessible way.
This versatile ensemble covers styles from modern swing
through to raucous rock.

Group History

"Mace Francis and his ubiquitous
orchestra are a dinky-di
dinky national
treasure. Mace's name can rightly
be spoken in the same rarefied
breath as giant jazz genius Paul
Grabowsky, whether we're talking
composition, or orchestration.
The MFO's 13 'pieces' are much
more than the sum of its parts! You
haven't heard how brilliantly bent a
big band can be, until you've
heard the MFO."
Lloyd Bradford (Brad) Syke
Sy
Australian Stage Online

MFO was formed late in 2005 by band
band-leader and
composer Mace Francis to experiment with
composition in the style of the great modern big bands
lead by Bob Brookmeyer, Thad Jones, Bill Holman and
Maria Schneider. The result has been the coming
together of 14 of Perth’s finest young musicians and
composers to create exciting new music for big band.

Over the last 11 years MFO has developed an
individual and original sound through regular
performances,
tours
and
special
projects
commissioning of over 40 new wor
works from Australian
and International composers.
Highlights for the band so far have been; 4 national
tours (2006, 2008, 2010 & 2011), performances with
international jazz artists, Jim Pugh (USA), Jon Gordon
(NY), John Hollenbeck (Berlin), Theo Bleckmann (NY),
Satoko Fujii (JAP), Natsuki Tamura (JAP) and Ed
Partyka (GER) and 6 CD recordings
recordings.

MFO’s recent CD, Music for Average Photography
Photography, was
awarded the 2015 APRA AMCOS A
Art Music Award,
Jazz Work of the Year.
Saxophones: Ben Collins, Dan Hart, Brett Smith, Mark
Sprogowski
Trumpet: Ricki Malet, Matt Smith,, Matthew McGlynn
Trombone: Blake Phillips, Catherine Noblet
Noblet, Rob
Coleman
Guitar: Harry Winton
Bass: Wayne Slater
Drums: Greg Brenton

Performance Highlights
Wangaratta Festival of Jazz

Perth International Jazz Festival
Bennetts Lane, Melbourne
SIMA, Sydney

Jazz Basement, Albury/Wodonga
York International Jazz Festival
The Paris Cat, Melbourne

Turnaround Jazz Club, Brisbane
Star Court Theatre, Lismore
Dungeon Jazz, Newcastle

Bunbury International Jazz Festival
505, Sydney

QDOS Gallery, Lorne

The Promethean, Adelaide
The Ellington, Perth

Composer/Conductor: Mace Francis

Available Discography
MUSIC FOR AVERAGE PHOTOGRAPHY
Released 2015
This collection of compositions is a departure from the extended pieces I
have written over the last ten years, since forming MFO. Each short ‘song’
has been composed to accompany a crappy photograph. Originally I thought
of collaborating with a professional photographer; to discuss the vision and
style of photography, maybe even a narrative throughout… but then I
remembered… I have a smart phone and an Instagram account! Why not,
(like everyone else with a smart phone seems to think), be the professional
photographer I have always wanted to become… how hard could it be? I
obviously have an eye for photography, I have the equipment and I certainly
have the time. I hope you enjoy Music for Average Photography.

CHINESE WHISPERS IV
Released 2011

The idea for Chinese Whispers was adapted from a writing game played by
authors. The musical interpretation is to have a group of composers
consecutively create a set number of bars each. The bars of music are to be
completed and then passed on to the next composer, who then passes on
only their composed bars to the next composer. This way each composer
will only see the previous composers work, never the whole piece. Why? It
makes it more interesting.

NEVEREVER… WELL, MAYBE SOMEDAY
Released 2009

The CD was recorded live at the Sound Lounge in Sydney during the 2008
MFO National Tour. We had done 6 days of driving and playing all up and
down the east coast in a big rock star bus. This recording captures the band
as we sounded that night.

INTRODUCING THE MACE FRANCIS ORCHESTRA
Released 2006

This was our very first studio recording a year after the band did its first gig.
It features 6 original compositions by the band leader, Mace Francis.

All MFO CD recordings are available at Listen
/ Hear Collective
www.listenhearcollective.com
sales@listenhearcollective.com

About Mace Francis

Composer/Conductor/Band Leader
Mace Francis is establishing himself as predominant figure and advocate for original
Australian big band music. He moved to Perth, from Victoria, in 2000 to study jazz
composition and arranging under Graham Lyall and in 2004 graduated from the WA Academy
of Performing Arts (WAAPA) with First Class Honours, and then in 2015 with a PhD of which
he was awarded the Faculty Research Medal.
Since 2004, Mace’s focus on composition has awarded him the 2004 APRA Professional
Development Award, the international Italian composition prize “Scrivere in Jazz”, a finalist in
the 2010 Freedman Jazz Fellowship, nomination for an Australian Bell Award (2013 & 2016)
and was the 2015 winner of the APRA AMCOS Art Music Award: Jazz Work of the Year.
MFO have recorded 6 CDs since forming in 2005,
toured nationally four times (2006, 2008, 2010 &
2011) and performed with international artists Jim
Pugh (USA), Jon Gordon (NY), John Hollenbeck
(NY), Satoko Fujii (JAP), Theo Bleckmann (NY) and
Ed Partyka (Austria).
In 2008 Mace was appointed lecturer in Arranging
and Composition at WAAPA as well as Artistic
Director of the WA Youth Jazz Orchestra (WAYJO)
where he has implemented emerging composer
commissions and guest artist programs. Since his
appointment, WAYJO has performed with Fred
Wesley (USA), Darcy James Argue (USA), Allen
Vizzutti (USA), Kristin Berardi (NSW), David Theak
(NSW), Franck Tortillier (France), Jim McNeely
(USA), Ed Partyka (Austria), Darcy James Argue
(USA), Ed Neumeister (USA) Mike Stewart (SA),
Michelle Nichole (VIC), Mat Jodrell (NY) and Ross
Irwin (VIC).

Since 2013 Mace has worked as guest composer
and conductor with l’Orcehstre des Jeunes
Jazzmen de Bourgogne in France, the Graz Composers Ensemble in Austria, the Showa
University of Music Big Band in Japan and performed at the Wangaratta Festival of Jazz, New
York and Tokyo with his Nonet.

Contact Page

Contact Mace Francis @
mf@macefrancis.com
+61 (0) 402 723 742

www.macefrancis.com
Please feel free to contact us regarding potential performances, recordings or press queries.

Promotional material available upon request includes;
 PDF Press Kit
 CD albums for radio play/distribution/review
 High resolution photographs for print or web
 Video footage
 MP3’s for promo
You can check us out on the web at;
www.macefrancis.com

www.youtube.com/user/mforch

www.facebook.com/mforchestra
www.twitter.com/macefrancis

Press Quotes
"These layered
compositions and
scoring convey colour,
atmosphere and
movement far more
effectively and with
greater interest than
the stock standard
arrangements often
heard from big bands.
Francis,
understandably, has
attracted international
interest with his
outstanding orchestra
and compelling
compositions."
John McBeath
Weekend Australian
Newspaper

“there are no dull
moments whether the
band is in up tempo or
ballad mode”
Ron Spain – JazzScene

"Mace Francis deserves
recognition as a big
band leader with his
own vision and his own
sound."
Bill Donaldson
Cadence Magazine

"His themes are
melodically pleasing
and rhythmically
strong. Francis has
definite goals in mind,
and has assembled a
first class ensemble to
help him reach them."
Jack Bowers
allaboutjazz.com

“Lyrical, beautifullytextured, unrushed…
a little-big-band that
sounds bigger than its
thirteen-memberstrength.”
Doug Spencer
ABC Radio National

"This is a very auspicious
start for a great new
band and the
beginning of a long
journey for and
exceptional new talent
- Mace Francis"
Ed Partyka
Composer (GER)

“These numbers are
much more than mere
big band swing,
displaying the MFO's
ability to punch
musically well above its
weight.”
John McBeath
Weekend Australian
Newspaper

“The writing here is
exemplary, both in
terms of themes
written, and the use of
the instrumentation...,
one with a rich and
varied harmonic and
textural palette.”
Adrian Jackson
Rhythms Magazine

"new compositions in
jazz and improvised
music is alive and in
very good health in this
country and Mace is
leading the charge
into the future. I fret less
knowing that the future
is in the very best of
hands"
Graeme Lyall AM (M.Mus.)
Musician/Composer

“The depth and
searching quality that I
heard in his music
showed me that he'd
learned his lessons from
a master composer. I
also heard that Mace
has his own voice and
his own vision as an
artist – qualities that
can't be taught.”
Jon Gordon
Musician/Composer (NY)

